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The printing of this publication has been funded by the European Union through the EU Assistance 
Programme for Flood Relief in Serbia. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of the 
Public Investment Management Office of the Government of the Republic of Serbia and can in no way be 
taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
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Solidarity in action

The damage of devastating floods that hit Serbia in 
May 2014 has been estimated at more than €1.7 
billion. The death toll from flooding reached 57, while 
approximately 32,000 people were evacuated from 
their homes, 25,000 of them from Obrenovac.

119 municipalities, i.e. two thirds of the entire 
country, have been affected by the floods and 
landslides that occurred in the aftermath, which 
makes the 2014 floods the worst natural disaster in 
Serbia's history.

In response to the catastrophic flooding, the 
Government of the Republic of Serbia declared a 
state of emergency across its entire territory. At the 
same time, in order to ensure that government's 
response to the disaster was as effective as 
possible, assistance was sought from the 
international community, primarily from the 
governments of EU member states, EU candidate 
countries from the region, the United Nations and 
the Russian Federation. A request made to the 
European Commission was later also put in to all the 
other participating states of the EU Civil Protection 
Mechanism.

In the wake of the floods, the Serbian Government 
set up the Office for Reconstruction and Flood 
Rel ief (currently the Publ ic Investment 
Management Office), which has played a major role 
in coordinating donations and reconstruction 
efforts after the floods.

Over the previous two years, nearly 500 families 
affected by the floods have been given a roof over 
their heads. More than 21,000 families have received 
financial aid exceeding €42 million in total. Also, 
financial and/or in-kind assistance has been given 
to more than 2,000 small and medium-sized 
enterprises and entrepreneurs as well as to over 
26,000 farmers. Works on reconstruction and 
improvement of flood protection infrastructure in 
excess of €27 million have been carried out at more 
than 300 sites across Serbia. The electric power 
system has been restored, which is why, despite an 
estimated €0.5 billion in damage suffered by this 
sector, Serbia did not have power blackouts even 
for a single day.
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INTRODUCTION

The cost of reconstruction amounted to over €400 million. More than half of that sum has been funded from 
donations, primarily from the European Union in the amount of €162.2 million.
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EUROPEAN UNION GRANTED
€60.2 MILLION FROM ITS
SOLIDARITY FUND
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The aid was earmarked for covering and/or 
reimbursing extraordinary expenses for public 
works, primarily to restore critical infrastructure, 
repair the direct damage and address the pressing 
needs in the aftermath of the floods, as well as the 
expenses of rescue operations and the clean-up of 
the affected areas. The funds could also be used 
retroactively, i.e. for already launched recovery and 
reconstruct ion projects ,  as wel l  as for  
reimbursement of already incurred expenses.

Projects funded from the EUSF grant have been 
implemented in 72 local self-governments (LSG).

The aid received from the Solidarity Fund was used to 
finance:

Ÿ Construction of 73 completely new bridges in 28 
LSGs;

Ÿ Implementation of projects aimed at reconstruction 
and improvement of local infrastructure, namely:

ü 13 reconstruction and improvement projects for 
sewage and water supply systems in 12 LSGs,

ü Rehabilitation of 29 landslides in 14 LSGs,
ü 14 projects of local watercourse regulation in 

ten LSGs,
ü 8 projects of reconstructing local roads;

Ÿ Implementation of 59 projects to reconstruct public 
facilities in healthcare and education sectors in 23 
LSGs;

Ÿ Construction and improvement of flood-prevention 
infrastructure by building and reconstructing 202 
structures managed by public water management 
companies (PWMC) Srbijavode and Beogradvode. 

On March 13, 2015, the European Union 
granted €60.2 million from its Solidarity 
Fund (EUSF) to help Serbia as the most 
severely flood-affected country in the 
region.

EU SOLIDARITY FUND RELIEF
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As of October 15, 2016, a total of €60,224,605 has been received from the EUSF.
More details are given in the table below.

To suppliers of Srbijavode and Beogradvode and refunded from the Solidarity Fund

For PWMC “Beogradvode”

For suppliers of PWMC “Srbijavode”

For Electric Power Industry of Serbia

For Public Enterprise Roads of Serbia

For the Ministry of Interior

For municipalities

For Republic Water Directorate

For Serbian Railways

For building bridges

For construction of public facilities 

€

€2,608,307

€15,235,818

€3,425,987

€4,055,257

€343,860

€8,032,170

€4,668,967

€1,070,148

€6,439,314

€11,120,081

3,224,696

€60,224,605TOTAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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9.

10.

11.
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5
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2 %
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RECONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Financial aid received from the EUSF has been used to finance reconstruction of a total of 59 public buildings in 
23 LSGs. The cost of reconstruction has exceeded €5.7 million and encompassed a total reconstruction of old or 
the construction of new facilities (such as schools, day-care centres, health centres and outpatient care 
clinics).

The programme involved the rehabilitation of 34 schools, 2 day-care centres, 12 health centres and 11 outpatient 
care clinics.

LSGs in which the reconstruction of devastated facilities has been undertaken include: Ub, Valjevo, Svilajnac, 
Kragujevac, Paraćin, Smederevska Palanka, Koceljeva, Mladenovac, Grocka, Mionica, Kraljevo, Petrovac na Mlavi, 
Ljubovija, Kosjerić, Krupanj, Lazarevac, Loznica, Ljig, Kučevo, Vladimirci, Smederevo, Lučani and Trstenik.

€5.7 million

cost of reconstruction
has exceeded

public buildings in

municipalities

59 

23

Financial aid received from
the EUSF has been used to
finance reconstruction of
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As one of the most severely damaged facilities, the 
Outpatient Care Clinic in Begaljica was out of service 
after the floods. During the flooding, water penetrated 
into the building and reached the height of 50 cm, 
remaining for several days and completely overflowing 
the boiler room. Due to water retention, walls absorbed 
the moisture, which rose up the walls as a result of 
capillary action. After accessing the building and 
removing the floor, it was observed that the plumbing 
and sanitation systems had been completely ruined. 

This project worth €86,000 encompassed the 
restoration of walls and joinery, floors, the façade, the 
plumbing and sanitation systems and sanitary blocks. 

BEGALJICA
OUTPATIENT CARE CLINIC
Municipality of Grocka

Facilities before the reconstruction
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Following the May 2014 floods, Plavi Zec Day Care Centre in Paraćin had to reduce its capacity but kept its doors open 
despite significant after-effects of the flooding. During the flooding, the slabs in classrooms had fractured and water that 
penetrated under the building due to subsidence led to cracked walls and a collapsed roof structure. The kitchen, which 
was used for preparing food for all kindergartens in Paraćin, was completely flooded and therefore out of service. 

This project of reconstructing the day care centre worth €130,000 encompassed a complete renovation of the building. 
Thanks to the EU donation, floors, walls, mechanical and electric installations, façade, joinery, the roof, sanitary block, the 
kitchen and the dining hall have all been fully restored. Today, Plavi Zec Day Care Centre can finally function in its full 
capacity and accommodate 202 children from Paraćin.

PLAVI ZEC
DAY CARE CENTRE
Municipality of Paraćin

Facilities before the reconstruction
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All the premises in “Milan Rakić" Primary School in Dučić 
were flooded when the water level reached a height of 
30 cm. Due to water retention, the walls absorbed 
moisture, which rose up the walls as a result of capillary 
action. Strong gusts of wind caused damage to roof tiles, 
which led to the collapse of the roof structure.

This reconstruction project worth around €35,000 has 
included the total rehabilitation of the building. The walls, 
floors, façade, joinery and the roof structure have all 
been completely repaired.

MILAN RAKIĆ
PRIMARY SCHOOL IN DUČIĆ
Municipality of Mionica

Facilities before the reconstruction
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Due to the rise in the level of groundwater, the school's 
basement premises had been flooded; water reached 
the height of 33 cm and remained in the building for 
three days. The boiler and some electrical installations 
had also suffered damage. As a result of strong gusts of 
wind and heavy rainfalls, gutters leaked and the façade 
and gutters were damaged. Water penetrated even 
through the windows and caused damage to the walls.

This reconstruction project has included the restoration 
of the façade, a replacement of the façade joinery and 
painting works. Total cost of works amounted to around 
€106,000.

SECONDARY SCHOOL OF
ECONOMICS, COMMERCE
AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Municipality of Kučevo

Facilities before the reconstruction
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Construction of the Outpatient 
Care Clinic in the Village of Divci, 
Valjevo Health Centre

cost of works around €76,000 

Construction of the Primary 
School “Rajko Mihajlović" in 

Kalinovac Village 

cost of works around €70,000

VALJEVO

UB

Solidarity in action EU > Serbia
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Reconstruction of "Milan 
Munjas" Primary School

cost of works around 
€174,000

Reconstruction of "Draginje" 
Outpatient Care Clinic

cost of works around €42,000

UB

KOCELJEVA
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Reconstruction of
"Donje Crniljevo"
Outpatient Care Clinic

 cost of works around €46,000

Reconstruction of
"Veljko Vlahović"

Secondary School

cost of works around €186,000

KOCELJEVA

KOCELJEVA
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Reconstruction of
"Bela Crkva"
Outpatient Care Clinic

cost of works around €36,000

Reconstruction of "Mito 
Igumanović" Primary School

 cost of works around €221,000

KRUPANJ

KOSJERIĆ
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Rehabilitation of
"Ugrin Branković"
Primary School

cost of works around €16,000

Recovery of "Garevine"
water supply facility

cost of works around €69,000

KUČEVO

LAPOVO
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Reconstruction of
"1300 Corporals"
Secondary School

cost of works around €185,000

Reconstruction of the 
Secondary School

cost of works around €114,000

LJIG

LJUBOVIJA
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Reconstruction of
"Živojin Mišić"
Primary School in Rajković

cost of works around €225,000

Reconstruction of "Tekeriš" 
Outpatient Care Clinic

cost of works around €31,000

MIONICA

LOZNICA
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Reconstruction of the 
Outpatient Care Clinic at the 
Health Centre

cost of works around €153,000

Reconstruction of the 
Outpatient Care Clinic

in Kušiljevo

cost of works around €59,000

SVILAJNAC

SVILAJNAC
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Reconstruction of "Živadin 
Apostolović" Primary School -
a satellite classroom in Bogdanje

cost of works around €50,000

Reconstruction of
"Dr Đorđe Kovačević"

Health Centre in Veliki Crljeni

cost of works around €30,000

TRSTENIK

LAZAREVAC

Solidarity in action EU > Serbia
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Rehabilitation of
a Health Clinic in Provo

cost of works around €10,000

VLADIMIRCI

Reconstruction of the Outpatient 
Care Clinic at the Health Centre

cost of works around €153,000

SVILAJNAC
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Of that amount, €8.6 million were used for the 
reconstruction of transport and local infrastructure, 
while 19,2 million were invested in rehabilitation of the 
damaged flood-prevention infrastructure, including 
retroactive financing of already implemented works. 
A considerable amount of €1.9 million has been 
earmarked for the rehabilitation of Stolice mine 
tailing landfill in Krupanj, which has been highlighted 
as an environmental hazard in a report issued by the 
World Bank, European Union and the United Nations.

Infrastructure projects have included:

Ÿ Construction and improvement of flood-
prevention infrastructure by building and 
reconstructing 202 structures managed by 
PWMC Srbijavode and Beogradvode,

Ÿ 13 reconstruction and improvement projects for 
sewerage and water supply systems in 12 LSGs,

Ÿ Rehabilitation of 29 landslides in 14 LSGs,

Ÿ 14 projects to regulate local watercourses in 10 
LSGs,

Ÿ 8 projects to reconstruct local roads,

Ÿ Construction of 73 new bridges in 28 LSGs.

EUR 29.7 million from EUSF invested 
in reconstruction of infrastructure 
devastated by 2014 floods.

Solidarity in action EU > Serbia
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flood-prevention
infrastructure
structures

landslides
rehabilitated

local watercourse
regulation projects

sewerage and water
supply systems

202 

29 

14 

8

73

13 

Infrastructure projects
have included:

reconstruction of
local roads

new bridges
constructed
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Rehabilitation of Vinjište landslide

cost of works around €214,000

KRAGUJEVAC
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Rehabilitation of Troska landslide on 
the road linking Krupanj and Kržava

cost of works around €314,000

KRUPANJ
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CONSTRUCTION
OF BRIDGES

73 new bridges have been built in 28 LSGs from the 
EUSF funds and more than €7.1 million have been 
allocated for these construction projects. Projects 
included both large and expensive bridges, as well 
as a number of smaller ones used by residents of 
certain villages to access their farms.

All bridges have been constructed in line with 
detailed designs and meeting all standards of 
resilience, in particular those related to engineering 
geology, land surveying, geotechnical engineering, 
hydrology, and transportation.

Solidarity in action

€7.1 million
have been allocated for
these construction
projects

new brigdes in

municipalities

73 

28 

Financial aid received from
the EUSF has been used to
finance building 

EU > Serbia
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The bridge was damaged beyond repair during the May 2014 floods. A new three-span bridge has been designed as a frame structure 
made of reinforced concrete. It measures 44.6 meters long, including the wings, and 8.5 meters wide, with a 6 meter-wide pavement. 
Footpaths on both sides measure 1.25 meters wide each. The bridge crosses a local road which leads to the community of Subotica in 
the  Svilajnac Municipality. The total cost of works amounts to around €320,000.

Bridge over the Resava River in the Village of Subotica, Municipality of Svilajnac

The bridge was damaged beyond repair during the May 2014 floods. A new bridge has been designed and it has a single span of 8.5 
meters. The bridge measures 12.5 meters long, including the wings, and 6 meters wide, with a 4 meter-wide pavement. Footpaths 
are 1 meter in width. The bridge spans a road leading to the Village of Sanković. The total cost of works amounts to around €103,000.

Bridge over the Lepenica River on the Mionica – Sanković road, Municipality of Mionica

EU > Serbia
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The bridge was damaged beyond repair during the May 2014 floods. The flooding caused soil erosion under the foundation and the 
structure suffered extensive damage. A new three-span bridge has been designed. It measures 47.2 meters long, including the wings, 
and 7.8 meters wide, with a 5.5 meter-wide pavement. Footpaths are both 1.15 meter-wide. The bridge crosses a road which connects 
Komirić and Bela Crkva via Belotić. The total cost of works amounts to around €237,000.

Bridge over the Jadar River on the Komirić - Bela Crkva road, Municipality of Osečina 

EU > Serbia
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The bridge was damaged beyond repair during the May 2014 floods. A new bridge has been designed with a single span 10.5 meters. The 
bridge measures 14.5 meters long, including the wings, and six meters wide, with a 4-meter wide pavement. Footpaths are one meter 
wide. The total cost of works amounts to around €92,000.

Bridge over the Lipnica River on the Radobić – Sanković road, Municipality of Mionica
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bridge over the Jasenica River, 
Šatornja - Stragari road

cost of works around €323,000

footbridge near the bus station

 cost of works around €110,000

TOPOLA

SVILAJNAC
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bridge over the Kačer River in Kozelj 
local community (Baškalovići hamlet)

cost of works around €90,000

bridge over the Kačer River which 
leads to Marjanovići hamlet in 

Ivanovići local community

cost of works around €106,000

LJIG

LJIG
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bridge over Duboki stream
in Gornji Lajkovac Village

cost of works around €70,000

bridge over the Radalj River
in Radaljska Banja

cost of works around €68,000

MIONICA

MALI ZVORNIK
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bridge over the Lipnica River,
road through the Village of 
Đurđevac

cost of works around €83,000 

bridge over the Lepenica River, 
Ključ - Rajković road

cost of works around €87,000

MIONICA

MIONICA



FLOOD-PREVENTION INFRASTRUCTURE

The cost of works executed in order to rehabilitate and reconstruct the flood-prevention infrastructure 
managed by Srbijavode and Beogradvode has exceeded €16 million. The funds have been used to repair the 
damaged flood-prevention infrastructure at 202 sites throughout Serbia. 

54
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Reconstruction of regulated 
bed of the Čađavica River 
flowing through Krupanj

cost of works around €86,000

Regulated riverbeds of the 
Raška and Jošanica Rivers 
which flow through Novi Pazar

cost of works around €133,000

Reconstruction of regulated 
watercourse of the Jadar River 

in Osečina

cost of works around €45,000

Right-bank embankment
of the Svrljiški Timok River

cost of works around € 13,000

KRUPANJ

NOVI PAZAR

OSEČINA

SVRLJIG
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Smederevska Palanka, Regulation and cleaning of the bed of the Ivak stream, cost of works around €162,000

EU > Serbia
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Obrenovac, Reconstruction of the bed of the Barička River, cost of works around €262,000
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Stolice mine tailing landfill is a structure in which mine 
waste is stored, or, more precisely, it is an old flotation 
tailings pond in which several hundreds of cubic meters of 
mine dumps, hazardous ore residue with high levels of 
arsenic, antimony and lead, have been deposited. 

A decades-long issue of tailings spills from these flotation 
landfills of the antimony mines escalated in May 2014 when 
the pond's stability was compromised by heavy rainfall in the 
region. Since then, the tailings pond has been a source of the 
pollution of the Kostajnik, Korenita and Jadar Rivers. 
Hazardous substances, including metals, have been found in 
and around the beds of those three rivers.

The issue of tailings spillage is particularly underlined as an 
environmental hazard in a report issued by the World Bank, 
European Union and the United Nations after the floods of 
2014. 

Subsequent environmental research showed that the 
damaged caused by the flooding has pushed the pollution 

REMEDIATION OF STOLICE
MINE TAILING LANDFILL
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levels well above permitted values along the 
length of approximately 27 km of riverbeds of 
the Kostajnička and Korenita Rivers, as well as in 
wide littoral areas, and that it was necessary to 
clean up the terrain and remove the deposited 
tailings pond sludge. Furthermore, sizeable 
areas of flooded agricultural land (some 360 ha) 
which had been contaminated by heavy metals 
were due for soil remediation.

On April 15, 2016, the Serbian Government 
adopted a Government Recovery Programe for 
Remediation of Contaminated Sites of 
Kostajnička, Korenita and Jadar Rivers, which 
provided for a two-stage remediation process. 
This project, which will have a major impact on 
environmental protection and the health of 
population includes the construction of an area 
for depositing 220,000 cubic meters of 
hazardous substances currently deposited at a 
surface area of 3.5 hectares.

The cost of works, which include the protection 
against surface waters, remediation and 
stabilization of the tailings pond, a clean-up and 
regulation of the most vulnerable section of the 
Kostajnička River downstream from the landfill 
in the settlements area amounts to around €1,9 
million.
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PROCEDURE FOR ALLOCATING AID TO BENEFICIARIES

Special rules related to procurements after 
natural hazards included in the Law on Public 
Procurement in 2015 apply to all procurement 
procedures which are part of the post-floods 
recovery process. These rules stipulate the use of 
a fully transparent and open model of public 
procurement, with shorter deadlines for the 
submission of bids (at least ten days).

Full transparency of public tender procurements 
has led to a considerable increase in the number 
of bidders (even up to 11). As a result of the larger 
number of bidders, contract prices of works have 
been 20 to 40 percent lower compared to detailed 
design estimates. As a result of these savings, 
more work has been done with the same amount 
of money.

All procedures and criteria for selecting projects 
have been reviewed by Transparency Serbia 
(Serbian branch of Transparency International) on 
two separate occasions and they came through 
with highest acclamations.

Basic eligibility criteria for selecting structures 
include:

Damage was caused by the floods or activated 
landslides which occurred in May 2014. (Protocols 
drafted by the competent authority on the report 
or assessment of damage, which are used to 
prove that structures were actually damaged in 
May 2014);

The structure is within the remit of a LSG; 

The project has been included in programmes for 
the recovery of facilities for public use or bridges 
in accordance with the Law on Post-Flood 
Rehabilitation in the Republic of Serbia (Official 
Gazette of the RS, no. 75/14).

No funding has been provided from the budget of 
the relevant LSG, donations or other sources for 
the reconstruction or construction;

Due to damage, there has been an interruption or 
difficulties have been encountered in the provision 
of services (this refers to water supply, healthcare 
and educational facilities);

Due to damage, the use of a road or bridge has 
been prohibited or rendered more difficult.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Selection of projects:

Preparation of project documentation: 

Public Procurement Process:

LOCAL SELF-
GOVERNMENT

Local self-government
produces detailed

project design

Local self-government produces procurement documents

PIMO controls and approves procurement documents

Local self-government caries out procurement process

Local self-government select best bidder

PIMO controls and approves the selection of the best bidder

Places request
to PIMO

PIMO technical control
and approvals of
project design

PIMO
assesses need

After receiving an invoice, PIMO inspects and verifies the executed works and their cost
and transfers a payment directly to the contractor. 
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LIST OF ALL IMPLEMENTED
LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
FUNDED FROM THE SOLIDARITY FUND
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No.

1.

21.

3.

22.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

12.

9.

11.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

2.

Arilje

Varvarin

Belgrade - Grocka

Belgrade - Lazarevac

Belgrade - Mladenovac

Belgrade - Obrenovac

Valjevo

Bajina Bašta

€255,078

€30,830

€13,489

€11,868

€19,352

€86,539

€75,934

€12,000

€297,789

€73,445

€261,649

€29,738

€186,678

€89,206

€76,806

€369,493

€75,292

€186,305

€169,857

€146,334

Construction of a bridge over the Moravica River, Virovo local community

Landslide rehabilitation on a local road in the Village of Obrež

Construction of a bridge over the Dobajevica River in Zaglave local community

Landslide rehabilitation on a local road in the Village of Suvaja

Construction of a bridge over the Rača River

Reconstruction of "Begaljica" Outpatient Care Clinic

Construction of a bridge over the Lukavica River in Šopić local community
situated near a future wastewater treatment plant

Construction of a bridge over the Lukavica River in Lukavica local community
in the vicinity of the existing football pitch

First stage of Ula-8 well reconstruction in Nepričava 

Rehabilitation of water supply network in Kosmajska Street

Reconstruction of the bed of the Barička River

Reconstruction of "Dr Đorđe Kovačević" Health Centre in Veliki Crljeni

Reconstruction of "Sveti Sava" Primary School (first and second stage)

Reconstruction of water supply and sewerage network in Nemanjina Street

Construction of the Outpatient Care Clinic in the Village of Divci,
Valjevo Health Centre 

Landslide rehabilitation on the class 1-b state road no. 21, Valjevo - Kosjerić 

Two landslides rehabilitation on the class 2-b state road no. 342,
Valjevo (Iverak) - Karaula - Ub 

Two landslides rehabilitation on the class 1-b state road no. 21, Valjevo - Kosjerić 

Landslide rehabilitation on the class 2-b state road no. 121,
Kosjerić - Požega, Kalenić (Zlatna dolina)

Construction of a bridge over the Obnica River leading to
Veselinovići community in Valjevo

Reconstruction of Secondary Medical School

Landslide rehabilitation on a local road which links Ovčinjska River and a school
in Gvozdac, via Luke

Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR
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No.

24.

25.

28.

26.

29.

33.

39.

31.

37.

35.

41.

46.

27.

30.

34.

40.

32.

38.

36.

42.

23.

43.

44.

45.

Gornji Milanovac

Kosjerić

Despotovac

Koceljeva

Knić

Vladimirci

€64,787

€9,696

€228,890

€13,698

€173,431

€46,926

€137,020

€40,427

€17,942

€221,307

€90,216

€185,836

€15,005

€28,265

€19,507

€71,459

€25,947

€120,375

€64,068

€25,445

€300,517

€535,275

€148,873

€136,067

Rehabilitation of a hall of residence for primary and secondary school students 

Rehabilitation of the Health Clinic in the Village of Provo

Regulation and cleaning of the bed of the Backovac and Jakljevo streams

Rehabilitation of "Vladimirci" Health Centre - Children's Clinic

Construction of a bridge in Brđani

Water supply network in the Village of Cikote

Construction of the BUSV-7 well with auxiliary equipment to ensure water supply

Repair of the section of the road which runs through the Village of Bukovac

Landslide and escarpment rehabilitation in Podgorska Street

Reconstruction of "Mito Igumanović" Primary School 

Construction of a bridge over the Lukić Stream

Reconstruction of "Veljko Vlahović" Secondary School in Koceljeva

Construction of a bridge over the Višnjica River in Vukošić local community

Construction of a bridge in Jablanica

Construction of a bridge over the Pološnička River leading to the hamlet of Dunjići

Construction of a bridge over the Tamnava River *(Zukve-Batalage)

Repair of a bridge over the Konjušara River in Konjuša

Repair of a road and Rasnica riverbank

Rehabilitation of Health Centre

Construction of a bridge over the River Rasnica, Koceljeva local community

Repair of the road linking Banić crossroads and Velika Bara
in Jalovik local community (relocation of a road section)

Construction of a bridge over the Tamnava River
spanning the road Šabac - Užička Požega

Construction of a bridge over the Tamnava River, a link between
the class 2A state road no. 141 and the community of Mala Jelići

Construction of a bridge over the Ub River
spanning the municipal road Družetić - Gola Glava

Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR
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No.

47.

52.

64.

57.

54.

59.

48.

53.

58.

55.

60.

63.

68.

49.

56.

61.

65.

62.

67.

66.

50.

51.

Koceljeva

Kragujevac

Kraljevo

€81,829

€375,368

€295,968

€398,659

€214,596

€161,933

€46,306

€86,334

€154,990

€92,140

€250,519

€126,310

€42,433

€142,529

€200,389

€89,596

€331,884

€119,071

€243,815

€41,943

Reconstruction of the Primary School in Donje Crniljevo, Koceljeva

Rehabilitation and cleaning of the Srebrenica riverbed

Water supply network for Adrani and Šeovac - two estates

Reconstruction of the Polytechnic School (first and second stage)

Rehabilitation of Vinjište landslide

Reconstruction of "Vuk Karadžić" Primary School

Reconstruction of "Donje Crniljevo"  Outpatient Care Clinic

Rehabilitation and cleaning of the beds of the River Ždraljice and Šabovski Stream

Reconstruction of "Toza Dragović" School of Trade and Catering

Construction of a bridge over the Bresnička River

Reconstruction of "Third Battalion of Kragujevac" Primary School

Reconstruction of Second Grammar School in Kragujevac 

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River, the hamlet of Donja reka - Pešići

Reconstruction of "Draginje" Outpatient Care Clinic

Construction of a bridge over the Grošnica River
in the vicinity of Grošnica local community

Reconstruction of "Milutin and Draginja Todorović" Primary School -
the main building

Reconstruction of "Milutin and Draginja Todorović" Primary School -
a satellite classroom

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River which spans
the road Čukojevac - Godačica, a turning to Kokotovići 

Reconstruction of "Mića Stanojlović" Primary School
in 3 Dositejeva Street - central primary school

Landslide rehabilitation on the class 1-b state road linking Kraljevo and Ušće
located in Pivnica outside Bogutovačka Banja

Reconstruction of "Mića Stanojlović" Primary School in Svileuva -
a satellite classroom

Landslide rehabilitation on the class 2-a state road no. 181
which connects Drakčići and Pekčanica

Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR
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No.

70.

77.

91.

89.

88.

84.

71.

82.

79.

93.

86.

76.

73.

78.

92.

85.

75.

72.

83.

80.

94.

87.

74.

69.

81.

90.

Krupanj

Kučevo

Kruševac

Krupanj - Ljubovija

Kraljevo

€99,336

€16,114

€51,243

€1,875,483

€140,853

€460,603

€31,981

€63,301

€15,155

€1,912,126

€69,405

€314,051

€14,620

€108,009

€118,304

€76,369

€12,259

€35,933

€122,800

€503,468

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River, "Žabin potok" - Jeremići 

Repair of storm sewer in Narodno oslobođenje Street 

Rehabilitation of "Ugrin Branković" Primary School - the gymnasium 

Landslide rehabilitation on a road to Novo groblje (New Cemetery)

Rehabilitation of a state road linking Krupanj and Ljubovija,
a section from Rakići to Ramići 

Construction of a bridge over the Likodra River, the hamlet of Radišići

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River in the centre of Godačica Village

Construction of a bridge over the Bogoštica River located in Tomanj 

First stage of rehabilitation of "Golubac" water supply system

Construction of "Jeremić" bridge over the Gložana River in Nerasnica

Remediation of "Stolice" mine tailing landfill

Reconstruction of "Dragan Marinković" Primary School 

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River in the hamlet of Radonjići

Rehabilitation of Troska landslide on the road linking Krupanj and Kržava

Construction of a bridge over Dajša, a stream in Turija

Construction of a bridge over the Bogoštica River, on the local L6 road 

Construction of a retaining wall in the settlement of Koturovići 

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River in the hamlet of Koturovići

Bridge over the Likodra River located in Krupanj, at 26 September Street

Construction of a bridge over the Kržava River

Construction of "Paunović" bridge over the Bukovska River

Rehabilitation of "Bela Crkva"  Outpatient Care Clinic

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River, a turning to the Village of Jovići 

Construction of a bridge over the Gledićka River, the hamlet of Donja reka,
near the old watermill

Construction of a bridge over the Likodra River
leading to Dobri Potok and Lipenović

Landslide rehabilitation on class 2-a state road no. 216
which links Kaonik and Vukanja via Ribare

Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR
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No.

95.

96.

110.

Kučevo €155,872

€106,650

Reconstruction of the Health Centre in Kučevo

Reconstruction of Secondary School of Economics and Commerce
and Mechanical Engineering 

Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR

97.

111.

98.

Lajkovac €113,458

€106,679

€37,306

€259,129

€33,515

Construction of a bridge over the Kolubara River on a road linking
Slovac and Ratkovac in the Village of Ratkovac

Construction of a bridge over the Kačer River
which leads to Marjanovići hamlet in Ivanovići local community

Repair of retaining walls by the side of the road
running through the Village of Savković

Construction of a bridge over the River Trešnjica,
on a local road G. Trešnjica - Grčić

Construction of a bridge over the Kolubara River on a road linking
Lajkovac and S. Pepeljevac in Pepeljevac

99. Lapovo €69,302Recovery of "Garevine" water source

102.

100.

112.

108.

113.

114.

115.

116.

117.

106.

104.

103.

101.

109.

107.

105.

Loznica

Ljubovija

Ljig

Lučani

€31,364

€60,508

€185,618

€199,184

€171,964

€89,499

€92,210

€74,599

€43,586

€36,192

€47,880

€18,694

€90,227

€23,817

€20,099

Reconstruction of "Tekeriš" Outpatient Care Clinic

Regulation and cleaning of the bed of the Radišin Stream 

Reconstruction of "1300 Corporals" Secondary School

Construction of Paskovac - Zajača water supply network

Rehabilitation of Grabovica riverbed 

Construction of a bridge over the Kačer River in Kozelj
local community (Baškalovići hamlet)

Reconstruction of the Health Centre

Reconstruction of the Health Centre - the Polyclinic

Construction of a road bridge on a road to Skrajnik

Reconstruction of "Draginac" Outpatient Care Clinic 

Regulation and cleaning of the Dukić Stream

Construction of a bridge in Korenita, on L-50 road Korenita - Radinkovača

Construction of a bridge over the River Kozeljica in Kozelj
local community (Ranđići hamlet)

Rehabilitation of Rzav and Gavrilovići landslides

Reconstruction of the Health Centre in Banja Koviljača
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125.

128.

129.

132.

135.

Mionica €55,635

€200,797

€248,079

€104,559

€84,422

€83,451

Landslide rehabilitation on a municipal road
which links Mionica and Ribnica Monastery

Construction of a bridge across the Velika River in Podgaj,
on a road linking Velika Reka and Sastavci

Construction of a bridge over the River Vitovnica
which connects Brdača Monastery in the Village of Kula

Rehabilitation of five landslides on the municipal road
that links Milovanovića brdo and Kozomor

Construction of bridge over the Manastirica River,
in the vicinity of a school in Kozomore

Construction of bridge over the Lipnica River,
road through the Village of Đurđevac

131.

134.

137.

139.

121.

126.

123.

130.

133.

136.

138.

122.

127.

124.

Mali Zvornik

Malo Crniće

€18,837

€87,965

€92,481

€35,718

€18,560

€87,562

€176,121

€70,205

€103,685

€225,826

€68,017

€10,977

€62,585

Bridge construction - suspension footbridge

Construction of bridge over the Lepenica River, Ključ – Rajković road

Construction of a bridge over the Lipnica River on the Radobić – Sanković road

Reconstruction of "Milan Rakić" Primary School in Dučić 

Construction of a bridge over the Donjoborinska River outside Sofronići

Construction of a bridge across the River Borina in Donja Borina,
on a road to the hamlet of Dedinje

Reconstruction of the supply main CAP Orlovac - “Svetlak" tank

Construction of bridge over Duboki Stream in Gornji Lajkovac Village

Construction of a bridge over the Lepenica River on the Mionica – Sanković road

Reconstruction of "Živojin Mišić" Primary School in Rajković

Construction of a bridge over the Radalj River in Radaljska Banja

Repair of a section of the local road which links Kravalji Do and Šljivova

Construction of a bridge across the Radalj River in the Village of Radalj,
on the local L-13 road leading to the hamlet of Trišići

No. Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR

118.

119.

120.

Ljubovija €5,430

€114,675

€64,889

Reconstruction of "Petar Vragolić" Primary School, Vrhpolje

Reconstruction of the Secondary School

Reconstruction of the Health Centre
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No.

140.

141.

Mionica €9,702

€20,909

€21,521

€53,518

€14,280

Reconstruction of "Živojin Mišić" Primary School,
the satellite classroom in Bukovac

Reconstruction of "Živojin Mišić" Primary School,
the satellite classroom in Brežđe

Rehabilitation of "Bambi" Preschool, "Bambi" Day Care Cente
and "Plavi zec" Day Care Centre (stage 1)

Reconstruction of the Secondary School
of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

Reconstruction of a bridge that spans the Velika River
along the L-4 municipal road linking Podgorac and Pardik

Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR

144.

155.

142.

146.

145.

156.

143.

154.

147.

148.

149.

160.

150.

161.

Osečina

Paraćin

€191,536

€16,099

€30,323

€45,920

€160,289

€332,194

€175,560

€14,057

€236,966

€17,829

€130,494

Construction of the Bastav - Bratačić bridge, Pecka

Reconstruction of the Outpatient Care Clinic in Ranovac

Cleaning of the wastewater treatment system in Zmič

Rehabilitation of a road and riverbed in the Village of Smilovac

Rehabilitation of the beds of the Rivers Pecka and Ostružanjka (Lopatanjka) 

Rehabilitation of the Suvare riverbed, Gornja Mutnica

Construction of a bridge over the Lopatanjska River nearby Badnjave

Reconstruction of the Health Centre in Petrovac na Mlavi

Construction of a bridge over the Jadar on the Komirić – Bela Crkva road

Reconstruction of "Branko Radičević" Primary School

Reconstruction of "Plavi Zec" Day Care Centre

151.

159.

152.

153.

Petrovac na Mlavi

Ražanj

€79,924

€7,693

€80,562

€364,898

Construction of a bridge over the River Vitovnica in Manastirica,
on a road to Starčevo, Mali Bubanj stretch nearby Perići

Rehabilitation of a section of the L-17 municipal road
which connects Ražanj and Pardik

Construction of a bridge over the River Vitovnica in Manastirica,
Veliki Bubanj stretch, nearby Dimitrijevići

Construction of a bridge over the River Mlava in Kamenovo,
on a road leading to Drobež

157.

158.

Požega €25,885

€55,827

Landslide rehabilitation in the hamlet of Filipovići, the Village of Kalenići

Landslide rehabilitation in the Village of Prijanovići
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€23,319

€126,279

€25,821

€21,897

Construction of a bridge across the River Ralja,
a link to the Villages of Vrbovac and Ralja

Reconstruction of "Heroj Radmila Šišković" Primary School
(Stages 1 and 2)

Construction of a bridge over the River Nikoljska,
on the unclassified road between Kusajica and Donja Šatornja local community

Construction of "Drveni most" bridge over the River Konjska on the Gaj
near Belet and Pantića kolibe stretch

172.

175.

173.

176.

181.

174.

Smederevo

Smederevska Palanka

€6,168

€162,570

Rehabilitation of the Outpatient Care Clinic at the Health Centre in Kolari

Regulation and cleaning of the bed of the Ivak Stream

165. €97,489Landslide rehabilitation on the class 2-a state road no. 162,
the section from Petrovac to Svilajnac

No. Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR

163.

164.

162. Svilajnac

€26,475

€271,304

€158,703

Repair of Kamenička Street

Rehabilitation of the School of Mechanical Engineering in Svilajnac

Construction of the second stage of the water supply system
in the settlement of Sedlare

167.

169.

168.

166.

170.

171.

177.

182.

€37,997

€38,112

€110,035

€320,471

€59,266

€153,458

€6,427

€332,233

Construction of a bridge over the stream in the Village of Kupinovac

Reconstruction of the Health Centre in Sedlare

Construction of a footbridge near the bus station

Construction of a bridge over the Resava River in the Village of Subotica

Reconstruction of the Outpatient Care Clinic in Kušiljevo

Reconstruction of the Outpatient Clinic at the Health Centre

Reconstruction of the Health Centre

Construction of a bridge over the Jasenica River, Šatornja – Stragari road

180.

185.

178.

183.

179.

184.

Topola

Trstenik

€28,298

€49,802

€17,933

€53,116

€26,866

€74,895

Construction of a bridge spanning the municipal road "Zagorica - Maskar”

Reconstruction of "Živadin Apostolović" Primary School - the main building

Rehabilitation and cleaning of the bed of the Kamenica River

Landslide rehabilitation in the Village of Jasikovica, on the municipal road no. 6

Rehabilitation and cleaning of the bed of the Jasenica River 

Landslide rehabilitation in the Village of Jasikovica, on the municipal road no. 16/1
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No.

186. Trstenik €50,382Reconstruction of "Živadin Apostolović" Primary School -
a satellite classroom in Bogdanje

Municipality Facility Cost of works in EUR

187. €95,574Reconstruction of "Kneginja Milica" Primary School in Donji Ribnik

189. €174,056Reconstruction of "Milan Munjas" Primary School

188.

190.

191.

Ub

Čačak

Šabac

€69,968

€40,477

€32,054

Construction of the Primary School in Kalinovac Village -
a satellite classroom of "Rajko Mihajlović" Primary School in Banjani

Landslide rehabilitation on the class 2-b state road no. 355,
the Čačak - Šiljkovica section

L-35 municipal road Culjković - Grušić,
repair of the damaged section nearby the bridge over the River Dobrička






